
INSTABARRIER®

INSTABARRIER non-reinforced is characterized as

being the most versatile of all barbed tape products.

Designed for both temporary and permanent use, it

permits rapid recovery and reuse.

DETAINER HOOK BARB®

DETAINER HOOK BARB barbed tape obstacle is the

premier physical perimeter barrier available in the

world. The newest, most effective security product

being specified today, DETAINER HOOK BARB

offers unequaled physical protection and 

psychological deterrence.

SUPERMAZE AND 
NATO BARRIER®

SUPERMAZE and NATO BARRIER are designed for

high density maximum security applications.

NATO BARRIER was given its name after being 

successfully installed around several extremely

sensitive NATO facilities in Northern Europe.

RAZOR RIBBON® HELICAL 
RAZOR RIBBON, the registered trademark of Allied

Tube & Conduit, is the name that made barbed tape

famous throughout the world. RAZOR RIBBON

HELICAL is the barbed tape most recommended for

private and industrial use. It has the same long barb

features as MAZE, SUPERMAZE, and NATO BARRIER,
but the loops are not clipped together in a concerti-

na fashion, allowing the barbed tape to be installed

with a variety of loop spacing options, depending

upon the level of security required.

General Purpose
Barbed Tape Obstacle®

TYPE II
GPBTO Type II is a double coil, non-reinforced 

product made from spring quality austenitic stainless

steel. Originally designed by the U.S. Military as an

entanglement obstacle, Type II is growing in 

commercial use as a ground barrier.

MAZE®

MAZE barbed tape obstacle is the original long-barb,

wire-reinforced concertina. Maze is used in more

minimum to medium security applications around

the world than any other barbed tape.

Specifications, descriptions, and illustrated materials are accurate as known at time of publication and are subject to change without notice. Allied Tube & Conduit makes no warranties
with respect to its products, whether expressed, written or implied, including any warranty of merchantability or of fitness for particular purpose.

WARNING: The manufacturer recommends that all RAZOR RIBBON® barbed tape obstacles that are mounted on walls and fences have a minimum installation height of 2.13 meters 
(7 feet) from ground level. The material shall be installed in such a manner as to avoid any and all contact by non-intruding pedestrian traffic. It shall also present an open, obvious and high-
ly visible condition of danger. RAZOR RIBBON barbed tape obstacles should only be used as ground barriers in proper locations, such as correctional facilities, military bases, or other
highly sensitive areas. RAZOR RIBBON barbed tape obstacles are not meant to be used as ground barriers in commercial, light industrial, or other private applications. 
RAZOR RIBBON® barbed tape obstacles are not manufactured for use in any residential applications.

RAZOR RIBBON®, INSTABARRIER®, DETAINER HOOK BARB®, NATO BARRIER® and MAZE® are registered trademarks. 
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